2019 BTCA Obedience, Rally, Agility Results

OBEDIENCE
HIT CH Artistry's Indigo Life Of Color BN RN ACT2 Owner: Susan Herber
Thursday May 1, 2019
Judge: Randy Capsel

NOVICE A:
Withrow's Sadie AX AXJ CGC TKA (NP 3588602) Breeder: Sydnee Rice Owner: Nancy Withrow

NOVICE B:
CH Artistry's Indigo Life Of Color BN RN ACT2 (NP38914401) Breeder/Owner: Susan Herber

BEGINNER NOVICE B:
Tribe's Complete Malik "Phife Dog" OAP NJP ACT2 CGCA TKI (PAL267286) Owner: Lynsie Bernier

Goddess Bless The Magick CGC TKN (NP49912402) Breeder: Silvia DoValle Owner: Lynsie Bernier

Suzy Q Mocha RN BCAT TKA (PAL257174) Owner: Cathy Stover-Gomez

VETERANS:
Artistry's Put On A Clown Face CD BN RA OA OAJ SCN TKN (NP14765901) Breeder/Owner: Susan Herber

WILD CARD OPEN:
Bosart's Poppy Helms O'Iowa (NP38728105) Breeder: Mathew & Debra Estell. Owner: Lelia Helms

FRIDAY May 2, 2019
TRIAL 1 (Morning event)
Judge: Randy Capsel

HIT: Alpha’s Take It To Heart CDX BN RAE AX AXJ CGCA CGCU TKP Owner Lorri Sheets & Mary Miller

NOVICE B
CH Artistry’s Indigo Life Of Color BN RN ACT2 (NP38914401) Breeder/Owner: Susan Herber

UTILITY A
Alpha’s Take It To Heart (NP17700402) Breeder: Mary Miller & Tracy Potts Owner: Lorri Sheets & Mary Miller

BEGINNER NOVICE B

Goddess Bless The Magick CGC TKN (NP49912402) Breeder: Silvia DoValle Owner: Lynsie Bernier

Tribe’s Complete Malik “Phife Dog” OAP NJP ACT2 CGCA TKI (PAL267286) Owner: Lynsie Bernier

GCH MACH Poseida’s X-Cellent Agile Wolverine RN MXB MJS OF T2B CA TKI (NP37355801) Breeder: Michelle & Tab Waterman Owner: Margaret & Tom Balanowski & Michelle Waterman

VETERANS:
Artistry’s Put On A Clown Face CD BN RA OA OAJ SCN TKN (NP14765901) Breeder/Owner: Susan Herber

Friday May 2, 2019
Trial 2
Judge: Robert M Burgin

HIT: CH Artistry’s Indigo Life Of Color BN RN ACT2 (NP38914401) Breeder/Owner: Susan Herber

NOVICE A:
Withrow’s Sadie (NP 3588602) Breeder: Sydnee Rice Owner: Nancy Withrow
NOVICE B:
CH Artistry’s Indigo Life Of Color BN RN ACT2 (NP38914401) Breeder/Owner: Susan Herber

BEGINNER NOVICE B
Tribe’s Complete Malik “Phife Dog” OAP NJP ACT2 CGCA TKI (PAL267286) Owner: Lynsie Bernier

GCH MACH Poseida’s X-Cellent Agile Wolverine RN MXB MJS OF T2B CA TKI (NP37355801) Breeder: Michelle & Tab Waterman Owner: Margaret & Tom Balanowski & Michelle Waterman

VETERANS:
Artistry’s Put On A Clown Face CD BN RA OA OAJ SCN TKN (NP14765901) Breeder/Owner: Susan Herber

WILD CARD OPEN
Bosart's Poppy Helms O'Iowa (NP38728105) Breeder: Mathew & Debra Estell. Owner: Lelia Helms

May 2, 2019
Judge: Robert Burgin

Highest Triple Score in ADVB/EXCB/MASTER
Alpha’s Take It To Heart CDX BN RAE AX AXJ CGCA CGCU TKP L Sheets/M Miller

Highest Combined Score in ADVB/EXCB
Alpha’s Take It To Heart CDX BN RAE AX AXJ CGCA CGCU TKP L Sheets/M Miller

RALLY NOVICE B:
1-N&R's Larger Than Life Starlet TKI  N Huber/R Gjestvang

2-GCH CH Hifly'N Little Bolt Of Lightning NAP BCAT THD CGC S SIndt/C SIndt

3-Kayas Not So Saintly F Saidel

4-Sv-Chrimaso's Knight Reaper C Kucsik BN OA OAJ AXP CAA THDN CGC TKA P
Preston/C Kucsik

Tribe's Complete Malik "Phife Dawg" OAP NJP ACT2 CGCA TKI  L Bernier

Goddess Bless The Magick CGC TKN L Bernier

RALLY INTERMEDIATE:

1-Anjolne's Roll Of The Dice CD BN RN OA AXJ CGC  F Saidel

2-Bosart's City Boy RN MX MXJ MXP MJP2 MJPB XF MFP T2B  N Wilson/J Wilson

RALLY ADVANCED B:

1-Alpha's Take It To Heart CDX BN RAE AX AXJ CGCA CGCU TKP L Sheets/M Miller

2-Bosart's Poppy Helms O'Iowa CD BN RA NA ACT2 CGC  L Helms

3-Artistry's Picture Me In My Gmc CDX BN RE NAJ CA THDN CGCA CGCU TKP L
Sheets

4th-MACH2 Poseidia Shine Bright Like A Diamond For N&R RE MXS MJG CA CGC TKI
N Huber/R Gjestvang

GCH CH N&R's Shooting Star From Dabs RE MX MXB MXJ MJS NF CA CGC TKI N
Huber/R Gjestvang
RALLY EXCELLENT B:

1-Artistry’s Picture Me In My Gmc CDX BN RE NAJ CA THDN CGCA CGCU TKP L Sheets  6

2-Alpha’s Take It To Heart CDX BN RAE AX AXJ CGCA CGCU TKP L Sheets/M Miller

3-Bosart’s Poppy Helms O'Iowa CD BN RA NA ACT2 CGC  Boston Terrier  L Helms

4th-MACH2 Poseidia Shine Bright Like A Diamond For N&R RE MXS MJG CA CGC TKI N Huber/R Gjestvang

GCH CH N&R’s Shooting Star From Dabs RE MX MXB MXJ MJS NF CA CGC TKI N Huber/R Gjestvang

RALLY MASTER:

1-Alpha’s Take It To Heart CDX BN RAE AX AXJ CGCA CGCU TKP L Sheets/M Miller 7

2-Artistry’s Picture Me In My Gmc CDX BN RE NAJ CA THDN CGCA CGCU TKP L Sheets

3-GCH CH Klassic’s Ushl Winger CDX RM RAE OA OAJ SWN SIA SBA RATN CGC P West

RALLY
May 2,2019
Second event
Judge: Robert Burgin

Highest Triple Score in ADVB/EXCB/MASTER

Alpha's Take It To Heart CDX BN RAE AX AXJ CGCA CGCU TKP L Sheets/M Miller

Highest Combined Score in ADVB/EXCB

Alpha’s Take It To Heart CDX BN RAE AX AXJ CGCA CGCU TKP L Sheets/M Miller
RALLY NOVICE B:

1-Tribe’s Complete Malik "Phife Dawg" OAP NJP ACT2 CGCA TKI L Bernier

2-N&R’s Space Oddity Rocket TKI N Huber/R Gjestvang

3-Goddess Bless The Magick CGC TKN L Bernier

4-N&R’s Larger Than Life Starlet TKI N Huber/R Gjestvang

Kayas Not So Saintly F Saidel pts 79.0

RALLY INTERMIADTE
1-Anjolne’s Roll Of The Dice CD BN RN OA AXJ CGC F Saidel

2-Bosart’s City Boy RN MX MXJ MXP MJP2 MJPB XF MFP T2B N Wilson/J Wilson

RALLY ADVANCED B:

1-Artistry’s Picture Me In My Gmc CDX BN RE NAJ CA THDN CGCA CGCU TKP L Sheets 6

2-Alpha’s Take It To Heart CDX BN RAE AX AXJ CGCA CGCU TKP L Sheets/M Miller 5

3-Bosart’s Poppy Helms O’Iowa CD BN RA NA ACT2 CGC L Helms pts

4-GCH CH N&R’s Shooting Star From Dabs RE MX MXB MXJ MJS NF CA CGC TKI N Huber/R Gjestvang

RALLY EXCELLENT B:

1st-GCH CH N&R’s Shooting Star From Dabs RE MX MXB MXJ MJS NF CA CGC TKI N Huber/R Gjestvang

2-Alpha’s Take It To Heart CDX BN RAE AX AXJ CGCA CGCU TKP L Sheets/M Miller
RALLY MASTERS

1-Alpha’s Take It To Heart CDX BN RAE AX AXJ CGCA CGCU TKP L Sheets/M Miller

2-Artistry’s Picture Me In My Gmc CDX BN RE NAJ CA THDN CGCA CGCU TKP L Sheets

RALLY

May 3, 2019
Judge: Randy Capsel

Highest Combined Score in ADVB/EXCB

GCH CH N&R's Shooting Star From Dabs RE MX MXB MXJ MJS NF CA CGC TKI N Huber/R Gjestvang

RALLY NOVICE B:

1-Kayas Not So Saintly RN F Saidel

2-Tribe’s Complete Malik "Phife Dawg" RN OAP NJP ACT2 CGCA TKI L Bernier

3-N&R’s Larger Than Life Starlet TKI N Huber/R Gjestvang

4-Goddess Bless The Magick CGC TKN L Bernier

RALLY INTERMEDIATE:

1-Anjolne’s Roll Of The Dice CD BN RI OA AXJ CGC F Saidel
2-N&R’s Space Oddity Rocket RN TKI
N Huber/R Gjestvang

RALLY ADVANCED B:

1-MACH2 Poseidia Shine Bright Like A Diamond For N&R RE MXS MJG CA CGC TKI
N Huber/R Gjestvang

2-GCH CH N&R’s Shooting Star From Dabs RE MX MXB MXJ MJS NF CA CGC TKI N
Huber/R Gjestvang

RALLY EXCELLENT B

1-GCH CH N&R's Shooting Star From Dabs RE MX MXB MXJ MJS NF CA CGC TKI N
Huber/R Gjestvang

2-Bosart's Poppy Helms O'Iowa CD BN RE NA ACT2 CGC L Helms

3-MACH2 Poseidia Shine Bright Like A Diamond For N&R RE MXS MJG CA CGC TKI N
Huber/R Gjestvang

RALLY MASTER”

1st
GCH CH Klassic's Ushl Winger CDX RM RAE OA OAJ SWN SIA SBA RATN CGC P
West
8
2019 BTCA AGILITY RESULTS

MAY 4, 2019
AM TRIAL
JUDGE: G TEARE

NOVICE B 8"

(2 ent) 79 Sec 136 yds
N&R’s Space Oddity Rocket RN TKI  Boston Terrier  N Huber/R Gjestvang
pts 85.0  Time 68.55

NOVICE B 12"

3 ent) 73 Sec 136 yds
CH Dh & Motif’s Silver Lining For Azlyn BN RN CGC  Boston Terrier  J Pearson/M Dixon/S Shiloh
pts 90.0  Time 70.98

MASTER 8"

(2 ent) 74 Sec 173 yds
MACH2 Poseidia Shine Bright Like A Diamond For N&R RE MXS MJG CA CGC TKI  Boston Terrier  N Huber/R Gjestvang
pts 100.0  Time 53.75

MASTER 12"

(7 ent) 69 Sec 173 yds

1st
GCH CH MACH Poseidia’s X-Cellent Agile Wolverine BN RN MXS MJG OF T2B CA TKI  Boston Terrier  M Balanowski/T Balanowski/M Waterman
pts 100.0  Time 44.93

2nd
Painted-S I’M Stealin Home AX AXJ OF  Boston Terrier  M Zawacki/N Zawacki
pts 100.0  Time 48.88
3rd
CH MACH2 Poseidia Yes I Am CD BN RA MXG MJG XF T2B2 CA TKI  Boston Terrier
M Balanowski
pts 100.0 Time 51.9

4th
GCH CH N&R's Shooting Star From Dabs RAE MX MXB MXJ MJS NF CA CGC TKI
Boston Terrier  N Huber/R Gjestvang
pts 100.0 Time 61.62

NOVICE PREFERRED 8"

(5 ent) 78 Sec 136 yds
GCH CH Sabe's Maxwell Smart  Boston Terrier  N Paget/T Paget
pts 100.0 Time 70.98

MASTER PREFERRED 8"

(6 ent) 74 Sec 173 yds
1st
Withrow's Sadie AX AXJ CGC TKA  Boston Terrier  N Withrow
pts 100.0 Time 52.23

2nd
MACH Gigi MXB MJS  Boston Terrier  D Lisson
pts 100.0 Time 53.46

3rd
Alpha's Take It To Heart UD BN RAE AX AXJ CGCA CGCU TKP  Boston Terrier  L Sheets/M Miller
pts 100.0 Time 74.06

JWW MASTER 8"
(2 ent) 47 Sec 144 yds
MACH2 Poseidia Shine Bright Like A Diamond For N&R RE MXS MJG CA CGC TKI
Boston Terrier  N Huber/R Gjestvang
pts 100.0 Time 40.92
JWW MASTER 12"

(8 ent) 44 Sec 144 yds

1st
GCH CH MACH Poseidia's X-Cellent Agile Wolverine BN RN MXS MJG OF T2B CA TKI
Boston Terrier  M Balanowski/T Balanowski/M Waterman
pts 100.0 Time 34.14

2nd
Painted-S I'M Stealin Home AX AXJ OF  Boston Terrier  M Zawacki/N Zawacki
pts 100.0 Time 38.29

3rd
CH MACH2 Poseidia Yes I Am CD BN RA MXG MJG XF T2B2 CA TKI  Boston Terrier
M Balanowski
pts 100.0 Time 39.23

JWW NOVICE PREFERRED 8"

(5 ent) 55 Sec 126 yds

1st
GCH CH Hifly'N Little Bolt Of Lightning RN NAP BCAT THD CGC  Boston Terrier  S
Sindt/C Sindt
pts 100.0 Time 46.39

2nd
Nantom's She's So Smart  Boston Terrier  S Eubanks/J Eubanks/N Paget/T Paget
pts 100.0 Time 48.23

3rd
GCH CH Sabe's Maxwell Smart  Boston Terrier  N Paget/T Paget
pts 87.0 Time 68.02

T2B 12"
(6 ent) 41.55 Sec

1st
GCH CH MACH Poseidia's X-Cellent Agile Wolverine BN RN MXS MJG OF T2B CA TKI
Boston Terrier  M Balanowski/T Balanowski/M Waterman
Time 41.55
Painted-S I'M Stealin Home AX AXJ OF Boston Terrier M Zawacki/N Zawacki
Time 42.67

T2B PREFERRED 8"

(5 ent) 54.46 Sec

MACH Gigi MXB MJS Boston Terrier D Lisson
Time 54.46

MAY 4, 2019 - 2ND (AFTERNOON)
TRIAL
JUDGE: G TEARE

NOVICE B 8"
(2 ent) 78 Sec 135 yds

N&R's Larger Than Life Starlet RN TKI Boston Terrier N Huber/R Gjestvang
pts 100.0 Time 70.79

NOVICE B 12"
(3 ent) 72 Sec 135 yds

CH Dh & Motif's Silver Lining For Azlyn BN RN CGC Boston Terrier J Pearson/M
Dixon/S Shiloh
pts 100.0 Time 63.69

MASTER 8"
(2 ent) 71 Sec 166 yds

MACH2 Poseidia Shine Bright Like A Diamond For N&R RE MXS MJG CA CGC TKI
Boston Terrier N Huber/R Gjestvang
pts 100.0 Time 55.8

MASTER 12"
(7 ent) 66 Sec 166 yds

1st
Saint Petey Duke Of Brunswick AX AXJ CGC Boston Terrier L Stoeker
2nd
CH MACH2 Poseidia Yes I Am CD BN RA MXG MJG XF T2B2 CA TKI  Boston Terrier  M Balanowski  
pts 100.0 Time 54.01

NOVICE PREFERRED 8”
(5 ent) 77 Sec 135 yds

Nantom's She's So Smart  Boston Terrier  S Eubanks/J Eubanks/N Paget/T Paget  
pts 95.0 Time 61.07

OPEN PREFERRED 8”
(2 ent) 76 Sec 154 yds

GCH CH Hifly'N Little Bolt Of Lightning RN NAP BCAT THD CGC  Boston Terrier  S Sindt/C Sindt  
pts 90.0 Time 76.91

MASTER PREFERRED 8”
(6 ent) 71 Sec 166 yds

1st
Bosart's City Boy RI MX MXJ MXP MJP2 MJPB XF MFP T2B  Boston Terrier  N Wilson/J Wilson  
pts 100.0 Time 45.07

2nd
Lily BN RI OA OAJ AXP AJP NF CGC TKI  Boston Terrier  S St. Antoine  
pts 100.0 Time 53.72

3rd
MACH Gigi MXB MJS  Boston Terrier  D Lisson  
pts 100.0 Time 61.65

JWW NOVICE B 8”
(2 ent) 47 Sec 107 yds

1st
N&R's Larger Than Life Starlet RN TKI  Boston Terrier  N Huber/R Gjestvang  
pts 100.0 Time 38.62
JWW NOVICE B 12"
(3 ent) 43 Sec 107 yds

1st
CH Dh & Motif’s Silver Lining For Azlyn BN RN CGC Boston Terrier J Pearson/M Dixon/S Shiloh
pts 99.0 Time 44.49

2nd
Poseidia’s Winner Takes All RN CGC TKI Boston Terrier S St. Antoine/M Waterman
pts 95.0 Time 38.45

JWW MASTER 8"
(2 ent) 48 Sec 146 yds

1st
MACH2 Poseidia Shine Bright Like A Diamond For N&R RE MXS MJG CA CGC TKI Boston Terrier N Huber/R Gjestvang
pts 100.0 Time 44.92

JWW MASTER 12"
(8 ent) 45 Sec 146 yds

1st
GCH CH MACH Poseidia’s X-Cellent Agile Wolverine BN RN MXS MJG OF T2B CA TKI Boston Terrier M Balanowski/T Balanowski/M Waterman
pts 100.0 Time 34.9

2nd
Painted-S I'M Stealin Home AX AXJ OF Boston Terrier M Zawacki/N Zawacki
pts 100.0 Time 42.4

JWW NOVICE PREFERRED 8"
(3 ent) 48 Sec 107 yds

1st
Nantom’s She's So Smart Boston Terrier S Eubanks/J Eubanks/N Paget/T Paget
pts 100.0 Time 41.19

T2B 12"
(6 ent) 37.75 Sec
1st
Saint Petey Duke Of Brunswick AX AXJ CGC  Boston Terrier  L Stoeker
Time 37.75

GCH CH MACH Poseidia's X-Cellent Agile Wolverine BN RN MXS MJG OF T2B CA TKI
Boston Terrier  M Balanowski/T Balanowski/M Waterman
Time 43.7

Painted-S I'M Stealin Home AX AXJ OF  Boston Terrier  M Zawacki/N Zawacki
Time 43.75

T2B PREFERRED 8"

(5 ent) 41.17 Sec

1st
Lily BN RI OA OAJ AXP AJP NF CGC TKI  Boston Terrier  S St. Antoine
Time 41.17

MACH Gigi MXB MJS  Boston Terrier  D Lisson
Time 57.66

MAY 5, 2019
JUDGE: G TEARE
(All breed/other breeds allowed to enter and placements)

NOVICE B 8"

(4 ent) 76 Sec 131 yds

1st
N&R's Larger Than Life Starlet RN TKI  Boston Terrier  N Huber/R Gjestvang
pts 100.0 Time 54.68

2nd
N&R's Space Oddity Rocket RN TKI  Boston Terrier  N Huber/R Gjestvang
pts 90.0 Time 69.97

MASTER 12"

(7 ent) 68 Sec 171 yds
1st
GCH CH MACH Poseidia’s X-Cellent Agile Wolverine BN RN MXS MJG OF T2B CA TKI Boston Terrier M Balanowski/T Balanowski/M Waterman
pts 100.0 Time 45.9

2nd
Bosart Petunia's The Final One MX MXJ MJB XF Boston Terrier N Wilson
pts 100.0 Time 46.18

CH MACH2 Poseidia Yes I Am CD BN RA MXG MJG XF T2B2 CA TKI Boston Terrier M Balanowski
pts 100.0 Time 59.88

JWW NOVICE B 8”
(4 ent) 43 Sec 100 yds

1st
N&R's Larger Than Life Starlet RN TKI Boston Terrier N Huber/R Gjestvang
pts 100.0 Time 33.88

2nd
N&R's Space Oddity Rocket RN TKI Boston Terrier N Huber/R Gjestvang
pts 95.0 Time 37.56

JWW MASTER 8”
(2 ent) 52 Sec 160 yds

1st
MACH2 Poseidia Shine Bright Like A Diamond For N&R RE MXS MJG CA CGC TKI Boston Terrier N Huber/R Gjestvang
pts 100.0 Time 46.51

JWW MASTER 12”

2nd
GCH CH MACH Poseidia’s X-Cellent Agile Wolverine BN RN MXS MJG OF T2B CA TKI Boston Terrier M Balanowski/T Balanowski/M Waterman
pts 100.0 Time 35.73

4th
Pearl AX AXJ Boston Terrier N Hofmeister
pts 100.0 Time 39.22
CH MACH2 Poseidia Yes I Am CD BN RA MXG MJG XF T2B2 CA TKI  Boston Terrier  
M Balanowski  
pts 100.0 Time 48.75

JWW NOVICE PREFERRED 8"

(2 ent) 45 Sec 100 yds

1st  
Nantom's She's So Smart  Boston Terrier  S Eubanks/J Eubanks/N Paget/T Paget  
pts 100.0 Time 44.14

2nd  
GCH CH Sabe's Maxwell Smart  Boston Terrier  N Paget/T Paget  
pts 87.0 Time 53.29

JWW MASTER 8"

(2 ent) 52 Sec 160 yds

1st  
MACH2 Poseidia Shine Bright Like A Diamond For N&R RE MXS MJG CA CGC TKI  
Boston Terrier  N Huber/R Gjestvang  
pts 100.0 Time 46.51

JWW MASTER 12"

2nd  
GCH CH MACH Poseidia's X-Cellent Agile Wolverine BN RN MXS MJG OF T2B CA TKI  
Boston Terrier  M Balanowski/T Balanowski/M Waterman  
pts 100.0 Time 35.73

4th  
Pearl AX AXJ  Boston Terrier  N Hofmeister  
pts 100.0 Time 39.22

CH MACH2 Poseidia Yes I Am CD BN RA MXG MJG XF T2B2 CA TKI  Boston Terrier  
M Balanowski  
pts 100.0 Time 48.75

JWW NOVICE PREFERRED 8"
(2 ent) 45 Sec 100 yds

1st
Nantom's She's So Smart  Boston Terrier  S Eubanks/J Eubanks/N Paget/T Paget
pts 100.0 Time 44.14

2nd
GCH CH Sabe's Maxwell Smart  Boston Terrier  N Paget/T Paget
pts 87.0 Time 53.29

JWW MASTER PREFERRED 8”

(4 ent) 54 Sec 160 yds

1st
Bosart's City Boy RI MX MXJ MXP MJP2 MJPB XF MFP T2B  Boston Terrier  N Wilson/J Wilson
pts 100.0 Time 31.97

2nd
Lily BN RI OA OAJ AXP AJP NF CGC TKI  Boston Terrier  S St. Antoine
pts 100.0 Time 45.26

T2B 12”

(4 ent) 34.67 Sec

1st
GCH CH MACH Poseidia's X-Cellent Agile Wolverine BN RN MXS MJG OF T2B CA TKI
Boston Terrier  M Balanowski/T Balanowski/M Waterman
Time 34.67

T2B Preferred 8”

(4 ent) 48.41 Sec

1st
Lily BN RI OA OAJ AXP AJP NF CGC TKI  Boston Terrier  S St. Antoine
Time 48.41